
Ultrasound image artifact

Ultrasound imaging (US) suffers from distinct image artifacts from various sources.

Many researchers have proposed various model-based iterative algorithms.

→ computationally expensive
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INTRODUCTION MOTIVATION

BACKGROUND MULTI-DOMAIN US IMAGE ARTIFACT REMOVAL USING SINGLE CNN
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Multi-Domain US image artifact removal
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In vivo and tissue mimicking phantoms.

Four parts of the carotid and thyroid

areas of 10 volunteers.

(8 (train) + 2 (test))

Unpaired training with target dataset

generated from conventional iterative

method.

Datasets are focused B-mode using

linear probe with operating frequency of

8.5 MHz
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Multi-domain image-to-image translation (StarGAN)

We proposed multi-domain ultrasound (US) image artifact removal method using

single convolutional neural network.

A single network can provide blurring removed or speckle suppressed image.

Representative multi-domain image-to-image translation

method using single generator.

→ DAS images are obtained from the scanner, it is not

necessary to re-generate from other domain image.

Various sources

→ Limited by the bandwidth of the transducer → Instructive & destructive signal interference

Blurring artifact Speckle pattern
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Deep learning model

Various deep learning approaches have been proposed recently.

Still have some technical hurdles for wide acceptance.

→ different types of artifacts which user prefers distinct choice of

artifact suppression algorithms. (a)

Recently, StarGAN proposed multi-domain image transfer models using a

single generator. (b)

Single-domain image-to-image translation (CycleGAN)

Representative unpaired image-to-image translation

method using cycle-consistency loss.
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Loss function
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